Three Heating Solutions
One easy to fit System!
In its simplest form, the SALUS Smart Home system cleverly allows you to control and manage your heating from anywhere
using an app from your Smartphone, Tablet or PC. Heating control is at the heart of an effective Smart Home system and in
terms of efficiency will have the largest positive effect in reducing energy bills. A simple connected thermostat with smart
heating controls can ensure your home is always at a comfortable temperature and reduce waste by only heating specific
rooms when and where you need them.
SALUS Smart Home offers three types of heating solutions. Choose between electric, hydronic and underfloor systems. All
can be scheduled and controlled from anywhere via your Smartphone, Tablet or PC. You no longer need to heat an empty
home and you can return to a warm one. Giving comfort and saving money on expensive heating bills.
Starting with heating controls as a base, it is easy to unlock the true power of the SALUS Smart Home system just by adding
a few very simple and easy to install devices. Linked wirelessly to the SALUS Universal Connection Gateway and controlled
remotely from the clear intuitive SALUS Smart Home app, the system operation can then be tailored precisely to your
needs. The clear but powerful software then allows you to create the exact functions you want to add comfort, safety,
security and convenience to your home.

UG600 Gateway is
positioned centrally within
the property to ensure the
best signal coverage.
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ELECTRIC

Heating Solution
The electric radiator is connected
into a SR600 Smart Relay which
can be either wall mounted or
embedded in the wall. Temperature
levels in the room can be controlled
using the HTRS(30)RF thermostat
and the Smartphone app.
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UG600

GATEWAY

HYDRONIC
Heating Solution

The hydronic radiator is fitted
with a TRV10RFM valve.
Temperature levels in the room
can be controlled using the
HTRS(30)RF thermostat and the
Smartphone app.
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UNDERFLOOR
Heating Solution

The underfloor heating system is
fitted with THB23030 balancing
actuators to ensure correct flow
and return of hot water in the
floor. Temperature levels in the
room can be controlled using the
HTRS(30)RF thermostat and the
Smartphone app.

User controls the temperature for each room or zone remotely from the app. Signal is sent from anywhere to the UG600 Gateway.

Each heating solution uses the SALUS
Smart Home Connection Gateway
Whether you are wanting an Electric, Hydronic or Underfloor heating
solution, you will need the SALUS Smart Home Connection Gateway.
The Connection Gateway is at the heart of a SALUS Smart Home system
and allows the user to connect devices so that they link up and interact
with one another.

What is it?
The Connection Gateway connects to the home WiFi and then allows
the SALUS family of Smart home devices to in turn connect to the
Gateway. Unlike some connected home systems, the Gateway is the
only device that needs to be connected to the internet meaning that
setup is quick and it is simple to manage and grow the Smart Home
system with more devices as required.

How does it work?
The Connection Gateway connects to the internet via standard WiFi or
an Ethernet cable. Other Smart Home devices then in turn connect to
the Connection Gateway via Zigbee wirelessly. Using a Smartphone,
Tablet or PC with a simple app, the user can then link to the Connection
Gateway via the internet and control Smart Home devices direct from
the home or indeed anywhere in the world.

Electric Heating
Solution
Command sent
from the app on
Smartphone, Tablet
or PC to UG600
Internet Gateway

HTRS(30)RF
& SR600

Hydronic Heating
Solution
HTRS(30)RF
& TRV10RFM

Underfloor Heating
Solution
Command sent from the
UG600 Internet Gateway to the
relevant SALUS Smart Home
device.

HTRS(30)RF
& THB23030

This is both fast and secure allowing simple setup and operation with minimal lag time between control command and device operation.
Using the Smart Home app allows the user to program scenarios and rules which can involve numerous different devices and schedules.
These are then carried out by the Connection Gateway to create real Smart Home solutions.

Control scenario set-ups are unique to the homeowners needs but could include:
• Turning off all the lamps and radiators in the home five minutes after the front door has shut.
• Turning down the thermostat if the windows are left open for more than 10 minutes
• Turning on lights and radiators 20 minutes before arriving home

How many Connection Gateways are required?
One Connection Gateway is usually more than adequate for most residential applications. A single Gateway can allow hundreds of
individual Smart Home devices to connect independently to create a vast Smart Home device system. In most cases the 30m range is
sufficient although in some buildings where there are numerous solid walls, a compact repeater unit may also be required.

Each heating solution can use any one,
or a combination of these thermostats

HTR-RF(20)

HTRS-RF(30)

HTRP-RF(50)

What are they?
HTR-RF(20) SALUS Dial Room Thermostat
Simple to use, the HTR-RF(20) is perfect for users who appreciate a traditional dial face and want minimal intervention in the heating
system. With silent switching and TPI (Time Proportional & Integral) calibration, accuracy and efficiency are nevertheless assured.
HTRS-RF(30) SALUS Digital Room Thermostat
Simple to use and with a clear easy to read LCD display, the HTRS-RF(30) is perfect for users who want to precisely control individual
room temperature. With silent switching and TPI (Time Proportional & Integral) calibration, accuracy and efficiency are assured.
HTRP-RF(50) SALUS Dial Room Thermostat
Simple to use and with a clear easy to read LCD display, the HTRP-RF(50) is perfect for users who want complete control over their
underfloor Integral) calibration, accuracy and efficiency are assured. Time and heat schedules are also fully programmable to optimise
control and minimise energy usage.

How does it work?
Control of the room temperature is simple, either locally from the thermostat or from the Smart Home App. For hydronic heating
systems the call for heat is then sent to the SALUS Smart Radiator Control which opens the radiator valve in response to the call. For
Electric heating solutions, the call for heat is sent to the SR600 Smart relay, which switches on the electric heater. Or for underfloor
systems the call for heat is sent to the KL08RF Wiring Centre, which opens the actuator for the area being controlled by that thermostat.
In each heating system the heat will rise until it reaches the disired temperature for that room or area of the property and then turn off.
As the temperature in that room or area drops slightly the heating will come back on to maintain the desired temperature requested.

Command sent from
the app on Smartphone,
Tablet or PC to UG600
Internet Gateway

Command sent from the
UG600 Internet Gateway
to the relevant SALUS
thermostat

Command sent
from the relevant
SALUS thermostat
to either the Smart
Radiator Control,
Smart Relay or the
actuator.

The iT600 Smart Home TS600 Appstat
The SALUS TS600 Appstat is the latest addition to the SALUS Smart Home range. The TS600
has all the features of a traditional programmable thermostat but is uniquely controlled via
the SALUS Smart Home app from a Smartphone, Tablet or PC.

How does it work?
The TS600 is used to control heating via the Smart Home app. Unlike most thermostats
that only work by controlling the central heating boiler, the TS600 is wirelessly connected
direct to local radiators fitted with SALUS Smart radiator controls (TRVs) to maintain the exact
temperature in the controlled area.
The TS600 can be used in place of the VS20, in any of the 3 heating solutions.

What are the advantages?
The TS600 is battery operated and connects wirelessly to the heating system, meaning that
installation is quick, simple and mess free.
Up to 6 radiators can be controlled by a single TS600 and as the thermostat is remote from the radiator itself, it ensures that the required
room temperature is maintained and not the temperature closest to the radiator maximising efficiency.
This means that the user can control and adjust their heating, or even just a single room or radiator, from anywhere ensuring maximum
comfort and efficiency.

Appstat and Smart Radiator Control System
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UG600 Internet Gateway
Connected to existing router

TS600 APPSTAT

TRV10RFM

1 Command sent from the App on
Smartphone, Tablet or PC to
UG600 Internet Gateway

3
Command received by
thermostat which then instructs
TRV10RFM to open or close, to
control the room temperature

ROOM 1

ROOM 2

ROOM 3

ROOM 4

HEATING FLOW
HEATING RETURN

Individual room control via the app. Only heat the rooms you need. Saving energy and money.
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The Electric Heating Solution
Using the SALUS SR600 Smart Relay
The SALUS SR600 Smart Relay allows the user to control their electric heating, hardwired
lighting or appliances from anywhere via a simple app using a Smartphone, Tablet or PC.

How does it work?
The SR600 relay is installed directly into a junction box or can be wall mounted using the
optional SRS600 Surface mount bracket to create a hardwired semi-permanent control
solution for lighting, heating or appliances. Offering an industry leading rated capacity of
16A the SR600 is suitable to control larger current devices such as electric heaters. Quick to
setup and simple to control, it integrates wirelessly with the UG600 Universal Connection
Gateway and can be controlled independently or in combination with other devices using
the app smart rules function.

Control and schedule your

heating & electrical appliances

using one simple app!
Smart Relay Control is the latest innovation from SALUS that allows you to precisely control your electric radiator room heating to the
exact temperature and from anywhere.

What are the advantages?
In addition to more accurate room heating, as the operation is electronic and not manual, the Smart Relay Control adds a myriad of
operational advantages compared to traditional electric heating alone. Individual or grouped radiators can now be programmed to turn
on and off, on timed schedules, when rooms are not being used, or when the temperature is at a certain level even independently of the
main heating system schedule. Putting the Smart Relay Control online through the SALUS Smart Home Gateway allows the homeowner
to control even individual electric radiators from anywhere using a Smartphone, Tablet or PC via a simple app. Simply change settings
to avoid heating a home unnecessarily whilst away but still ensure that everything is comfortable before returning. Groups or individual
radiators can also be turned off or adjusted simply and quickly without having to visit each radiator to manually to alter the settings.
Adding other SALUS Smart Home devices to a system allows even more options and flexibility to Smart Relay Control. These can be
tailored exactly to the homeowners needs. Examples could be
• Turning off the radiators in a room where the window has been left open for 5 minutes
• Pressing a single button to remotely turn off all the radiators upstairs
• Turning off all radiators except one when the homeowner is unexpectedly out
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UGE600 Internet Gateway
Connected to existing routerr

1 User presses the tile on the app to send command
to the SR600 Relay to turn on the electrical device.
3

UGE600 Internet Gateway turns on the light via SR600 Smart Relay
installed in the junction box.

Smart Home App
The SALUS Smart Home app is available on IOS and Android. With easy to use fuctions and simple to add heating schedules.

Easy to manage icons

Easy to control

Easy to edit settings

Simple to set up schedules

Smart Home Electric Heating System
The illustration below shows how a typical SALUS Smart Home Electric heating system would be set up.
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Command is received by
the HTRS(30)RF thermostat
and if the desired
temperature is higher than
the current temperature
then the thermostat calls
for heat.

UG600 Gateway receives the
information and sends the command
to the HTRS(30)RF thermostat in the
relevant heating zone.

Using the SALUS Smart Home app from any
location on Smartphone, Tablet or PC the user
adjusts the temperature for a specific heating
zone in their property. This information is
then sent to the UG600 Gateway.

Fit & Forget Installation
in 4 Easy Steps
1. Download the SALUS Smart Home App
2. Install the UG600 Gateway
3. Install the HTRS(30)RF Thermostat
4. Install SR600 Smart Relay into current wall box

4
Command is received by the SR600 Smart Relay
to switch on the electric radiator until the room
reaches the desired temperature.
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The Hydronic Heating Solution
Smart Radiator Control is the latest innovation from SALUS that allows you to precisely control your radiator
room heating to the exact temperature and from anywhere.

How is it Different?
Traditional Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRVs) have been used for many years to control temperature on
radiators. They work on the principal of a wax element which expands and contracts with heat to push
open or close the radiator valve. Although effective, they are also inaccurate as the temperature effect
occurs right next to the radiator itself and has little bearing on the ambient temperature of the room.
As such, traditional TRVs generally have settings numbered 0-5 instead of actual temperature ranges. To
change these settings the homeowner must be in the room to manually adjust the unit. Unsurprisingly this
means that TRVs often just stay on one setting despite the required temperature or room usage.
Smart Radiator Control replaces the traditional wax element with a smart electrical device to open and
close the radiator valve. A thermostat with exact temperature settings in °C/F wirelessly controls the
operation and is remote from the radiator so monitors the actual ambient room temperature to ensure heating accuracy. A single smart
thermostat can even control several radiators in the same room or zone to maintain the desired room temperature and increase energy
efficiency.

What are the advantages?
In addition to more accurate room heating, as the operation is electronic and not manual, the Smart Radiator Control adds a myriad of
operational advantages compared to traditional TRVs. Individual or grouped radiators can now be programmed to turn on and off, on
timed schedules, when rooms are not being used, or when the temperature is at a certain level even independently of the main heating
system schedule. Putting the Smart Radiator Control online through the SALUS Smart Home Gateway allows the homeowner to control
even individual radiators from anywhere using a Smartphone, Tablet or PC via a simple app. Simply change settings to avoid heating a
home unnecessarily whilst away but still ensure that everything is comfortable before returning. Groups or individual radiators can also
be turned off or adjusted simply and quickly without having to visit each radiator to manually alter a TRV.
Adding other SALUS Smart Home devices to a system allows even more options and flexibility to Smart Radiator Control. These can be
tailored exactly to the homeowners needs. Examples could be
• Turning off the radiators in a room where the window has been left open for 5 minutes
• Pressing a single button to remotely turn off all the radiators upstairs
• Turning off all radiators except one when the homeowner is unexpectedly out

How do you Switch?
Updating from traditional manual TRVs to
Smart Radiator Control, is in most cases, as
simple as unscrewing the old control head
and replacing with the smart unit making
the system perfect for retrofit as well as new
installs. Smart Radiator Controls are battery
operated and the interface to the Thermostat
and to a Smart Home Gateway is wireless
meaning that no additional wiring runs are
required. Installing the Smart Radiator Control
is a simple process through the SALUS Smart
Home app which allows the user to quickly
setup, configure and program the system.
For users with a reasonable level of DIY
skills the whole process is a straightforward
operation that can be undertaken themselves.
For those less confident a qualified installer can
complete the upgrade in just a few minutes.

Unscrew anticlockwise
and remove old valve.

Push on and tighten
clockwise the new valve.

Please Note: In some older systems, it may also be advisable to also replace the radiator valve to ensure continued efficient operation

Smart Home App
The SALUS Smart Home app is available on IOS and Android. With easy to use fuctions and simple to add heating schedules.

Easy to manage icons

Easy to control

Easy to edit settings

Simple to set up schedules

Smart Home Hydronic Heating System
The illustration below shows how a typical SALUS Smart Home Hydronic system would be set up.
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Command is received by
the HTRS(30)RF thermostat
and if the desired
temperature is higher than
the current temperature
then the thermostat calls
for heat.

UG600 Gateway receives the
information and sends the command
to the HTRS(30)RF thermostat in the
relevant heating zone.

Using the SALUS Smart Home app from any
location on Smartphone, Tablet or PC the user
adjusts the temperature for a specific heating
zone in their property. This information is
then sent to the UG600 Gateway.

Fit & Forget Installation
in 4 Easy Steps
1. Download the SALUS Smart Home app
2. Install the UG600 Gateway
3. Install the HTRS(30)RF Thermostat
4. Replace existing radiator valve with the SALUS TRV10RFM

4
Command is received by the TRV10RFM radiator valve to
open until the room reaches the desired temperature.
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The Underfloor Heating Solution
Using the SALUS THB230 Auto Balancing Actuator
The SALUS THB230 Auto Balancing Actuator along with the KL08RF Wiring Centre and HTRS(30)RF
Thermostats allows the user to control all their underfloor heating zones independently from anywhere
via a simple app using a Smartphone, Tablet or PC.

How does it work?
Using the App, the user can adjust the temperature in each heating zone. The signal is then
sent via the internet to the UG600 Universal Gateway, which in turn sends the signal to the
HTRS(30)RF thermostat. Depending on whether the heating in that particular zone needs
to be turned on or off, the THB230 Actuator will either open or close. The advantage of the
SALUS THB230 over other actuators is that it constantly checks and regulates the flow of
water through the floor to achieve the optimum ∆T of 7°C. To correctly balance the flow
of heated water through the UFH circuit the flow rate needs to be regulated: too much
flow will lower the ∆T below 7°C and the circuit will heat up too fast, too little flow will
increase the ∆T above 7°C and the circuit will heat up too slowly. The THB230 auto balancing
actuator is the answer for getting effective control of your UFH circuit. The THB230 will
constantly measure the ∆T via the two temperature sensors and adjust the valve position
by closing or opening its slightly. All to maintain constant 7°C temperature differential (between
the emitter flow and return pipes) and make your UFH circuit really effective - economy and
convenient.

Control and schedule

underfloor heating zones

using one simple app!
With a standard actuator on an
underfloor heating system, the floor
can be prone to hot and cold areas.
ΔT=15°C
ΔT= 5°C

Standard Actuator
Hot areas & cold areas (Inefficient system)

With the SALUS THB230 auto Balancing
Actuator on an underfloor heating
system, the flow is constantly monitored
and adjusted to maintain an even
temperature across the floor. You also
have the added benefit of controlling
your heating from anywhere via your
Smartphone, Tablet or PC, so you always
return to a warm home.

ΔT= 7°C
ΔT= 7°C

SALUS THB230 Actuator
Uniform heating (Efficient system)

Smart Home App
The SALUS Smart Home app is available on IOS and Android. With easy to use fuctions and simple to add heating schedules.

Easy to manage icons

Easy to control

Easy to edit settings

Simple to set up schedules

Smart Home Underfloor Heating System
The illustration below shows how a typical SALUS Smart Home Underfloor system would be set up.
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UG600 Gateway receives the
information and sends the command
to the HTRS(30)RF thermostat in the
relevant heating zone.

Using the SALUS Smart Home App from any location
on Smartphone, Tablet or PC the user adjusts the
temperature for a specific heating zone in their property.
This information is then sent to the UG600 Gateway.
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Command is received by the KL08RF Wiring Centre to
open the relevant THB230 Auto Balancing Actuator.
Heating that particular zone. The THB230 Auto Balancing
Actuator continually monitors and adjusts the flow to
ensure a constant Delta T of 7º.

Fit & Forget Installation in 6 Easy Steps
1. Download the SALUS Smart Home App
2. Install the UG600 Gateway
3. Install the HTRS(30)RF Thermostat and KL08RF Wiring Centre
4. Connect the ABA to the return manifold and two clip on
temperature sensors (to the flow pipe and to the return pipe).
5. Connect the ABA power cable to the Wiring Centre.
6. If there is a flow regulator fitted on the flow manifold this would need 		
to be fully opened and then simply switch on the room thermostat.
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Command is received by the
HTRS(30)RF thermostat and
if the desired temperature
is higher than the current
temperature then the
thermostat calls for heat.

The iT600 Smart Home SW600 Window/Door Sensor
The SALUS Smart Home Window/Door Sensor is a simple device that connects wirelessly with the Connection Gateway to
integrate as part of the Smart Home system. By acknowledging when doors and windows have been opened or closed,
smart rules can be triggered to control other devices to save energy or create convenient applications.

How does it work?
The sensor sits across both sides of the opening of a door or window, when the contact is closed or opened a signal is sent
wirelessly to the Connection Gateway. User programmed rules simply created in the Smart Home app then define what
should be done on opening or closing and the Connection Gateway wirelessly controls the appropriate device.

What are the applications?
Monitoring the opening and closing of doors and windows allows the user to setup various application rules and scenarios
that could include energy conservation (regulating heating and lighting control) security (through turning on devices and
sending messages when the sensor is triggered) or convenience (turning on lights and appliances when the homeowner
comes through the front door)

Security Application
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UG600 Internet Gateway
Connected to existing router

SW600 Window/
Door Sensor

1

SW600 Window/Door Sensor triggers alert
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Text alert is sent to phone

How is it installed?
The SALUS Smart Home Window/
Door Sensor is simply screw mounted
across the door or window opening.
As it pairs and connects wirelessly
to the Connection Gateway no
additional wiring runs are required
meaning that installation is simple
and mess free.

The iT600 Smart Home SB600 Smart Button
The SALUS Smart Button is a simple device that connects wirelessly with the Connection Gateway to
integrate as part of the Smart Home system. It allows the user to activate pre-programmed complex Smart
Home rules without the need for an app.

How does it work?
Rather than controlling devices individually via the Smart Home app, the user sets up a rule which can
include any combination of actions and/or schedules controlling Smart devices. The Smart Button is then
configured to activate the rule. This means complex manual actions, for example turning off four plugs and
turning down Smart Radiator thermostats in two rooms, can all be done at the touch of a single button.

What are the applications?
The Smart button allows the user to setup various application rules and scenarios that could include energy conservation (regulating heating and lighting
control with a single button) Security ( a panic button turning on devices and sending messages when triggered) or Convenience (turning on various
lights and appliances with a single button touch)

Energy Conservation
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UG600 Internet Gateway
Connected to existing router

1 One touch rule set up so that when user presses
SB600 Smart Button when leaving home, it turns
off lights and heating. SB600 sends a signal to the
UG600 Internet Gateway to tun off all SP600
Smart Plugs and all heating.

How is it installed?
The SALUS Button pairs and connects wirelessly to the Connection
Gateway so no additional wiring runs are required meaning that
installation is simple and mess free.
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UG600 Internet Gateway turns off all SP600 Smart Plugs and heating.

The SALUS Smart Home RE600 Repeater
The SALUS Smart Home RE600 repeater is a simple device that connects wirelessly with the Connection Gateway to integrate as part of
the Smart Home system. If you have a black spot – an area in your home where you can’t access the ZigBee signal from the gateway - or
there’s a problem with the range of your ZigBee signal, the RE600 repeater can help you get connected in that part of your home, by
extending the range of the signal.

How does it work?
The repeater sits at a point in the property that is at the outer limit of the ZigBee signal range and is hard wired into the mains, giving
a permanent extension to the range of the signal. This process can be repeated for other black spots within the property giving a full
reliable signal coverage throughout. This is the ideal solution for large domestic and commercial buildings.

Simple assembly and installation

The illustration below shows that the ZigBee signal from the gateway reaches the thermostats on the ground floor and first floor,
but cannot reach the SP600 Smart Plug and the KL08RF Wiring Centre in the basement. With the addition of a RE600 Repeater in the
basement, the range has been extended to reach any devices in the basement.

UG600

GATEWAY

RE600

REPEATER

User Example

+

+
Window / door sensor detects when
they are open and displays on the APP.

Smart Plug connected to lights
and controlled from the App.

Room thermostat and TRV’s installed in
every room for individual room control.

21.5º
19º

21.5º
19º

All of the products can be controlled individually or as a group. It is possible in one room to control both temperature
and smart plug and to set the heating to turn off when the window is open. With a door sensor, it is possible to turn
on specific contacts or lamps when the door opened.

SALUS Smart Home Range of Products
SALUS Universal
UG600
Connection Gateway		
		
		

The SALUS Smart Home Gateway connects your SALUS IT600
Smart Home devices together when connected to any WIFI
router allows control via Smartphone, Tablet or PC using the
SALUS Smart Home app.

SALUS Dial Room
HTR-RF(20)
Simple to use, the HTR-RF(20) is perfect for users who appreciate a
Thermostat		
traditional dial face and want minimal intervention in the heating
		
system. With silent switching and TPI (Time Proportional & Integral)
		
calibration, accuracy and efficiency are nevertheless assured.

SALUS Digital Room
HTRS-RF(30)
Simple to use and with a clear easy to read LCD display, the
Thermostat		
HTRS-RF(30) is perfect for users who want to precisely control
		
individual room temperature. With silent switching and TPI
		
(Time Proportional & Integral) calibration, accuracy and efficiency
		
are assured.

SALUS Dial Room

HTRP-RF(50)

Simple to use and with a clear easy to read LCD display, the HTRP-RF(50)

Thermostat		
is perfect for users who want complete control over their underfloor
		
Integral) calibration, accuracy and efficiency are assured. Time and heat
		
schedules are also fully programmable to optimise control and minimise
		
energy usage.

SALUS Apstat
TS600
The sleek and inobtrusive design makes the TS600 an ideal
Thermostat		
solution for locations which demand discrete controls while still
		
ensuring optimum heating comfort. Likewise the remote only
		
interface makes the TS600 Appstat perfect for managed properties
		
that prefer to avoid local user intervention.

SALUS Smart Radiator
TRV10RFM
Battery-powered wireless Smart Radiator Control valve.
Control Valve 		
It replaces traditional Thermostatic Radiator Valve (TRV) radiator
		
controls via the SALUS Universal Connection Gateway
		

SALUS External
RX10RF
Boiler Receiver		

External boiler switch for Smart Home System.
Allows control of your boiler.

SALUS Slim Window/
SW600
Door Sensor		
		

Monitor windows and doors opening via SALUS Smart Home
app. Set rules to add true Smart Home functionality to your
heating system base.

SALUS Smart Plug
SP600
		
		

The SALUS Smart Plug wirelessly connects to the Universal
Gateway to allow the user to turn on and off electrical lighting,
heating and appliances from anywhere via the SALUS Smart

		

Home App.

SALUS Smart Button
SB600
The Smart Button is used to trigger the “One touch” Smart
		
rules created for the SALUS Smart Home system. Can be used
		
to trigger smart Security, efficiency, comfort or convenience
		applications.

SALUS Covered
CSB600
The Protective Smart Button can be used during a panic
Smart Button		
situation in order to trigger the “One touch” and “My Status”
		
rules that you have created for your SALUS Smart Home
		system.

SALUS Smart
ECM600
Energy Monitor		
		

Electric usage monitor clamps around existing electricity cables
at main fuse board, and connects automatically to the SALUS
Smart Home Gateway.

SALUS Window/
OS600
Door Sensor		
		

Monitor windows and doors opening via SALUS Smart Home
app. Set rules to add true Smart Home functionality to your
heating system base.

SALUS Smart
SR600
The SALUS SR600 Smart Relay allows the user to control their electric
Relay		
heating, hardwired lighting or appliances from anywhere via a
		
simple app using a Smartphone, Tablet or PC.

